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I first read about the ‘Enneagram’ in P.D.Ouspensky’s “In Search of the 

Miraculous”. The book is an account of the author’s experiences whilst under the tutelage 
of G.I.Gurdjieff. Though Gurdjieff’s musical theories were of no interest to me, I did find 
the description of the properties of the ‘Enneagram’ to be fascinating. 

The ‘Enneagram’ is a mystical mathematical figure which subdivides the 
circle into nine parts. Of these; the numbers three, six and nine produce the figure of a 
triangle. The second geometrical figure is produced by linking the remaining numbers in 
the following order: 1428571... The number order is the same produced by expressing the 
subdivision of 1 by 7 as a decimal: 0.1428571….. The remaining seventh divisions, 
expressed as decimals, simply produce linear permutations of the preceding order of 
numbers. For instance: 2 divided by 7 is 0.2857142…., 3 divided by 7 is 0.4285714……, 
and so on. 

In the case of ‘Enneagram for Orchestra’, the mathematical combinations 
are dedicated to the subdivision of time and the creation of rhythms. As such they also 
have an effect on the combinations of pitch. The ‘Enneagram’ is used to order cycles of 
pitch elements on every level of perception, from long cycles of harmonies and cycles of 
dyadic melody, to the decorative melodic devices which are permutated throughout the 
orchestral texture. 

Despite its seemingly all pervading influence, I have not allowed every 
musical value to be dictated by the ‘Enneagram’. This stems from my belief that the 
composer must make decisions in the process of composition based on his own personal 
musical preferences. As such, this piece reflects a particular aesthetic and sound world in 
search of  the kind of  lyrical melodic beauty often associated with the European 
tradition, without implying a return to tonal devices and associations.  

If the piece has a program, it is associated with the roles of melody and 
harmony. The form of the piece falls into five sections. In the first, melody and harmony 
are seen as two forces, held in a kind of uneasy balance. In the second, dyadic melodies 
take over as the driving force, interwoven with decorative melodic figures. The central 
section of the piece is given over to melody which covers the whole orchestral musical 
space in a filigree of combinations. In the fourth section, the dyadic melodies are used in 
an essentially static pool of quiet sound, and in the final section melody takes upon itself 
a more rhythmic, motoric quality driving the piece towards its conclusion, only to be 
subsumed by the massed harmonic forces of the orchestra. 
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